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SUNRISE AND SUNSET TIMES FOR JAN.-FEB., 1953 
(Supplied by the Government Astronomer) 
Times of sunrise and sunset for every fifth day, are given for a number of towns throughout 
the State. Times for a town not on the list may be estimated if its position in relation to one 
or more of the listed towns is known. The times given for sunrise are those of the first 
appearance of the top edge of the sun over a true horizon; those for sunset give the time of 
the sun's disappearance below a true horizon. Situation in a valley would make the sun aDDear 
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Series 3, 40 B.H.P. British Diesel Tractor 
SLASHES WORKING COSTS 
Scrub rolling and stump grubbing need POWER— 
the lighter, later tasks need ECONOMY! The 
Marshall Diesel develops 40 b.h.p., gives ample 
draw-bar power for big implements. Marshall 
Diesel economy means that even with light 
implements, operating costs are less than with 
lower powered tractors. Marshall savings add up 
in ten years to the price of a new tractor. 
Add the advantage of 6-speed gears, inbuilt 
power take-off, belt pulley, independent steering 
brakes and an engine with only 3 primary moving 
parts and you see why Marshall owners are proud 
to recommend this tractor to their friends 
W.A. DISTRIBUTORS: 
WEST END MOTORS Pty. Ltd. 
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